Accelerate to Cloud - SAP
Leverage HPE expertise with cloud transformation
The HPE Accelerator Workshops for Cloud – SAP service
leverages our experience through hundreds of successful
enterprise cloud transformation engagements

Why customers use HPE
Accelerator Workshops
for Cloud – SAP

What is HPE Accelerator Workshops for Cloud – SAP (2 day)?
Every client’s journey to cloud is different. Whether you are just starting out or well
along the path to cloud transformation, the workshops can help identify your best
next-step and provide best practices. The SAP workshop, conducted over 2 days, is
built to your needs and covers SAP topics such as Azure migration readiness and
planning, as well as digital transformation specifics such as cloud strategy,
infrastructure, and security as they relate to SAP on Azure.

SAP Topics
•

Why Cloud for SAP

•

Economic model and
assumptions

•

SAP consolidation
priorities

•

Key SAP operating
requirements

•

Current SAP landscape

•

Deployment models &
future state options (Cloud,
Hybrid, SaaS)

•

Migration planning &
Migration methods

•

Security considerations

•

Performance considerations

•

Lessons learned

In 2 days, a workshop can provide
the client with:
•

Documented recommendations
for your SAP migration to Azure
as well as next steps for your
Digital Transformation

•

An understanding of specific
SAP and Cloud strategies and
technologies, and guidelines for
their successful implementation.

Digital Transformation Topics
•

Digital Transformation
Overview

•

Organizational & process
transformation

•

Primary challenges
enterprises are facing

•

Hybrid Cloud infrastructure

Integration with SAP

•

Security, privacy, compliance

•

•

Governance and audit

•

Status of cloud journey &
transformation readiness

•

Operating Model:
Internal/Outsourced

•

Application architecture

•

CI/CD, DevOps

“We initially engaged HPE with a workshop that helped us understand implementation and operations in the cloud, how we’d
benefit from Azure as our cloud platform, and what our best next steps should be moving forward.”

- Leading credit-card processing company
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HPE Accelerator Workshops, customized to your
needs, leveraging our expertise & Microsoft Azure
capabilities
Workshops

HPE Accelerator Workshops
Our promise to you

•

Strategy and Economics

•

Application Inventory and readiness

•

Organizational Development

This service, through its varied workshops,
addresses the interests and needs of
clients transforming to Azure.

•

Cloud Operations

An offer to get you started

•

SAP on Azure (2 day)

•

•

Cloud Security

Level-setting where the client is
currently in their cloud journey, and
where they want to go

•

DevOps

•

•

Big Data

A framework for a successful cloud
program

•

IoT

•

•

Digital Innovation

Team alignment and clarity on internal
benefits of cloud solutions

•

A deep-dive on particular cloud
technologies and operating models

•

Available in 1-day, 2-day, or 3-day
durations

Accelerator Workshops: Activities

Tangible Benefits / Desired Outcomes
•
•
•
•

Workshop customized to needs and interests
Proactive guidance from industry experts
Findings & Recommendations from workshops
Identification of best next steps

Why HPE?
HPE has a 30+ year alliance with Microsoft that is the most comprehensive partnership in the industry. Our HPE Accelerator
Workshops for Cloud enables our clients to accelerate their Azure program and ensure its continued success by proactively
leveraging our expertise in cloud programs and technologies. The service leverages our experience and IP curated through
hundreds of successful enterprise-centric cloud transformation engagements.
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